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INTRODUCTION

Scientific tools have always played an important role in the scientific progress. The

invention of the telescope opened a new vast world of celestial bodies. Observations of the

planetary motion laid the foundation of the classical mechanics and gave the rise to physics as a

science in the modern sense. The invention of the microscope opened a new vast world of

microorganisms and laid the foundation of the modern biology and medicine. Today, we observe

comparable changes in the social science [1–3]. In place of optical instruments are methods of

collecting and analyzing digital traces, vast amounts of data made available by the recent

development of information technology.

Digital traces allows researchers to see what was previously hidden from them. For instance,

educational researchers have long been studying social relationships between students [4–9].

However, for a long time, the only method for collecting the data on students’ social ties was

survey. Surveys only allow reconstructing the social network of a small closed group of people. As

a result, researchers well understand the social networks of students within one school but know

almost nothing about interschool social ties. In contrast, Facebook has information about friendship

ties of two billion people1. Information about social ties need not necessarily be explicitly indicated,

as in the case of friendship on a social networking site. It can effectively be reconstructed from

phone calls logs  [10] or from information about physical proximity from mobile sensors [11]. The

direct access to information about human behavior also resolves the problem of  censoredness and

social acceptability characteristic of survey answers  [12].

Another advantage of digital traces is a significant reduction in the cost of research. The

largest international study on education PISA covers about 500,000 students [13]. Its organization

requires a large amount of resources and coordinated effort from dozens of teams in different

countries. At the national level, studies with several thousand participants are considered as large.

The thesis could be successfully completed with hundreds or even dozens of respondents. Data

from social networking sites allows individual researchers to work with much larger samples up to

tens of millions of participants [14–16]. Data need not necessarily be accessible directly. It was

previously shown that various socio-demographic characteristics such as ethnicity, gender or

income level could be effectively predicted from tweets [17], profile images [18], user posts [19], or

photos of neighborhoods [20].

Traditionally, social sciences make an emphasis on theories and their ability to explain

human behavior while ignoring their predictive power which is often much inferior to natural

1 https://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/
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sciences [21, 22]. This significantly limits the possibility of practical application of such

knowledge. One of the reasons for the weak predictive power lies in the fact that social systems and

the laws that govern them are too complex to be described by simple variables [23]. For instance, a

variable with a few discrete values cannot describe the wide variety of personal characteristics and

human behavior even in theory. Today, thanks to big data, one could construct new variables with

much greater predictive power. For instance, it has been shown that information about the likes on a

social networking site allows to predict various personal traits from sexual preferences to

intelligence and parents’ divorce [24]. While individual likes do not have much predictive power,

together they form a unique digital trace that contains a significant amount of information about an

individual.

Thus, the use of digital traces for studying the human behavior is one of the most promising

and actively developing areas in the social science. This approach has a great potentiation in the

education science as well. In the Russian context, the most promising source of data is the social

networking site VK, that is already been used in educational research [25–27]. VK is of particular

interest not only because it provides an access to a vast amount of data but also because of its role in

the lives of modern students.

Today, young people are almost always online [28, 29] and spend most of their online time

on SNSs [30]. Recently SNSs have become the main source of traffic to other resources of the

Internet [31]. In Russia, the largest SNS VKontakte (VK) is named as the main source of

information about the country and the world by 70.3% of young people, more than any other source

of information [32]. This SNS is also more trusted by young people than traditional media [32].

Thus, VKontakte largely determines the information environment of modern Russian students. That

is why it is particularly important to study the nature of this environment and to understand whether

it is different for different groups of students.

This work is devoted to the development of methods for mining and analyzing VK data in

the context of educational research. These methods are applied to study differentiation of students

by academic performance. The need to develop the methods is due to the fact that little is known

about the reliability of the data and the potential biases of VK samples and that analysis of big

multidimensional data requires special approaches. The differentiation of students on a social

networking site is of particular importance in the context of digital inequality  [33–35].
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Theoretical framework
The authors of the concept of digital inequality note that one generalization that emerges

from research on inequality in access to information about cultural resources is the differentiation

principle. This principle means that at the beginning — when access to a particular resource is

limited — the use of this resource remains relatively undifferentiated. When the resource becomes

more accessible, its use becomes more differentiated. It is explained by the fact that more-privileged

groups find a way to use the resource to extract more from it than less-privileged groups [33].

The typical example here is education. When access to secondary education became almost

universal, most children from the middle and upper classes started to attend universities. At that

point, university degrees became the main differentiating characteristic. When higher education

became widespread, two groups of universities emerged: mass universities and selective

universities, and the main differentiating characteristic shifted from having any higher education

degree to graduation from the prestigious university [33].

The same principle applies to digital resources. In theory, the global network provides all

students with equal access to virtually unlimited knowledge. However, as early as the mid-1990s,

researchers became concerned about the digital divide between those who have or do not have

access to computers (later to the Internet) [36]. When the Internet became ubiquitous, the concern

was about the second digital gap related to the gap in the level of information literacy and the ability

to use all the opportunities that are provided by the Internet. Today, the main focus is shifted to a

broader concept of digital inequality, which is understood as the difference in the Internet use (or

the use of any other digital technology) between groups of people who have formally equal access

to it [33].

The existing research [37, 38] suggests that there are significant differences in the Internet

use between users with different levels of formal education. More educated people often use the

Internet for capital-enhancing activities (such as job seeking, seeking for medical or professional

advice, and acquiring new knowledge) while lower educated people use it predominantly for

entertainment [37, 38]. It was also found that students with low socioeconomic status enroll less

often in online courses and if they are enrolled then they successfully complete it less often than

their peers [39, 40].

In most cases, the comparison is made between broad socio-demographic groups (such

characteristics as gender, level of education, etc. are analyzed [41]). The information about the use

of the Internet is obtained from surveys. In our work, we suggest using much more detailed data

namely the information about the academic performance of students and detailed information about

their actual behavior on a social networking site.
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Aim and objectives of the study
The aim of the study is to develop methods for mining and analyzing VK data and to apply

these methods to understand the nature of the relationship between students' behavior on the SNS

and their academic achievements. To achieve this goal, the following objectives were set:

— To develop a methodology for extracting reliable data from VKontakte and combining it

with educational data; identify possible biases in the sample of VKontakte users.

— To study the structure of students’ online ties and its dependence on the structure of

educational organizations; to analyze the structure of online ties between students of different

educational organizations and its dependence on the geographical distance between them.

— To determine whether there is a relationship between students’ online ties and their

academic performance, and to study the evolution of this relationship over time.

— To identify and analyze the relationship between the online interests of students and their

academic performance.
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Methodology and design of the study

For the purposes of the study, we developed a software program that performs queries to the

VKontakte API and receives a list of all users of a certain age who indicated that they are studying

at a given educational organization. The program matches and merges information from user

profiles with information about students from the educational organization. After the merge, the

data is anonymized and stored for later research.

A direct matching by first and last name allows identifying only a small proportion of the

students. That is why we additionally created an extensive dictionary of various forms of the same

name (for example, Ivan-Vanya-Vanyusha), and also developed an algorithm for matching names

that are written in Latin and Cyrillic. The program searches not only among users who indicated

that they are studying in a given educational organization but also among their friends on the social

network.

In the case when information about students was not available, we excluded from the sample

those users who did not have friends from their own educational organization. This approach allows

one to efficiently filter out profiles with inaccurate information.

We use this method to collect four unique data sets that combine educational data with data

on the online behavior of students.

— “School”, a complete sample of students from a Moscow school from the 5th to 11th

grades (N = 766)

— “University”, a complete sample of students from HSE University (N = 15 757)

— “City”, a complete sample of users who indicated that they are studying or have

graduated from one of Saint Petersburg’s schools (N = 1 742 392)

— “Country”, a representative Russian sample of students who were born in 1995–1997 (N

= 4 893)

The latest sample includes participants of a longitudinal panel study “Trajectories in

education and career” who agreed to provide their personal information for research purposes [42].

To study the relationship between the structure of friendship ties and the structure of

educational organizations, we compute modularity Q for partitions of the entire network

corresponding to the partition of a school into grades and buildings and the partition of a university

into years of studies, educational programs, and campuses. To ensure that observed values of Q

cannot be explained by random noise, we use a permutation test. We fixed the structure of a

network and randomly permute the attributes of nodes (i.e. school grades, educational programs,
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etc.). We then computed Qrand for such a random network. Comparison of 10 000 generated Qrand

values with Q allows us to compute the significance level for the observed results. To study the

relationship between the structure of friendship ties with geographical distances, we analyze the

relationship between the probability of the friendship tie between two schools and the distance

between them.

To investigate the detailed evolution of social ties within an educational organization, we

use information about the interaction between students instead of information about their friendship

ties. We split the period of the study into 3-month intervals and then for each of the intervals we

built a network of social ties. We assume that the tie between two users exists if one of them gives

at least one “Like” to another on VKontakte during this period. We then compute the Pearson

correlation coefficient between the academic performance of students and the average academic

performance of students connected to them. This approach allows us not only to determine the level

of differentiation of social ties by academic performance but also to track its evolution with time.

The level of social ties differentiation on a city scale was estimated by computing a

correlation coefficient between the average USE scores of graduates of a school and the average

USE scores of graduates from schools with which this school is connected on the SNS. Two schools

are considered connected on SNSs if there is at least one friendship tie between their students on

such sites. To ensure that any observed effect is not driven by geographical locations of schools, we

use a random graph model that preserves the relationship between the probability of a friendship tie

between schools and geographical distance between them.

We analyze the interests of VKontakte users using information about their subscriptions to

various public pages (groups) on the SNS. We compute the average GPA for subscribers to

different pages along with their average age and proportion of females among them. To show that

there is a correlation between interests and academic performance, we build a model that can

predict academic performance from information about subscriptions. We identify the main

components containing information about students’ interests and then use them in a linear

regression model to predict academic performance.
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Main results

Reliability of VKontakte data
Our approach to extracting information about the online behavior of students and combining

it with educational data [43] allows us to significantly increase the total coverage of students in

comparison to the direct matching of profiles (Table 1). We identify 88% of students from the

“School” sample, 93% of students from the “University” sample and 82% of students from the

“Country” sample. We do not find any significant differences between identified and not identified

students from the “School” sample in academic performance, age, or gender (Tables 2, 3). Similar

results are obtained for the “University” sample [44].

Table 1. Percentage of students whose VK profiles were identified using the proposed

methods.

Dictionary of first names with alternative
forms

No Yes

Friends list No 18% 27%

Yes 57% 88%

Table 2. Percentages of identified VK users who did not indicate their school and/or used

alternative forms of their names, by age (grade).

Grade

5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th

Percentage of students identified 85% 89% 88% 90% 88% 91% 85%

Percentage of students who did not
indicate their school

64% 72% 69% 74% 70% 58% 72%

Percentage of students who used
alternative forms of their names

39% 36% 29% 33% 33% 31% 38%
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Table 3. Groups of school students differing in the way of presenting their personal data on

VK, by gender and academic performance.

Girls ratio GPA

Identified on VK 46% 3.80

Not identified on VK 48% 3.79

Those who did not indicate their school 48% 3.77

Those who used alternative forms of their names 50% 3.79

For the “Country” sample, the proportion of identified users does not depend on city size

(Table 4), with the only exception of rural-type settlements where the proportion of females is

significantly lower.

Information about friendship ties allows to effectively filter out fake profiles. By one of our

estimates, the number of fake profiles could be reduced from 66% to 8% on the “School” sample if

users who do not have friends from this school are excluded.

Table 4. Percentages of identified VK users for different city sizes.

Females Males

Rural-type settlement
68% 83%

Urban-type settlement 86% 93%

Cities with less than 50 000 people 87% 90%

Cities with 50 000 – 100 000 people 81% 85%

Cities with 100 000 – 450 000 people 81% 88%

Cities with 450 000 – 680 000 people 83% 86%

Cities with more than 680 000 people 79% 84%

Saint Petersburg 83% 87%

Moscow 78% 73%
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Structure of social ties in the digital space
We find that the structure of social ties on VK reproduces the structure of educational

organizations, including the division of a school into grades, Q = 0.47, (Figure 1а) and buildings, Q

= 0.35, (Figure 1б), and the division of a university into campuses, Q = 0.32, years of studies, Q =

0.58, and educational programs, Q = 0.68 (Figure 2). In all cases, the observed values of Q are

statistically significant with p-values < 10-4 (permutation test).

Figure 1. Structure of school social ties. Nodes correspond to students and links to

friendships on VK. Different colors correspond to grades from 5th to 11th (a) and school buildings

(б).

Figure 2. Structure of university social ties. Different colors correspond to years of studies.

Visible clusters inside each year correspond to different educational programs.
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Figure 3. Structure of social ties between schools of Saint Petersburg. Different colors

correspond to different administrative districts.

We also study the structure of friendship ties on a city scale (Figure 3). We show that the

probability of a friendship tie between two schools decreases with geographical distance following

the power law (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The relationship between the probability of a friendship tie between schools and

geographical distance between them.
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Differentiation of social ties in the digital space
We show that online social ties of students from an educational organization are

differentiated by academic performance, namely that students with similar academic performance

are interacting more frequently online. We also find that the level of this differentiation increases

with time (Figure 5). We show that this increase cannot be explained by changes in academic

performance but rather is explained by rewiring of social ties. Less-similar students break social ties

with higher probability and more-similar students create new ties with higher probability. These

results are presented in [44].

We also study the social ties of students on a city scale. We show that the probability of a

friendship tie on VK between students from different schools is higher for the schools with similar

academic performance. These results hold true regardless of the geographical distance between

schools (Figure 6). Hence, schools are segregated in the digital space despite the absence of

geographical segregation.

Figure 5. Increase in correlation (Homophily Index) between GPA of students and the

average GPA of their friends for a school (a) and a university (b).
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Figure 6. Correlation between the average USE scores of schools and their closest neighbors

in the digital (a) and physical (b) space.

Differentiation of interests in the digital space
We find that students’ interests are correlated with their gender (for instance, boys prefer

public pages related to football and computer games), age (for instance, older students are interested

in graduation examinations) and also with their academic performance [2]. Low-performing

students are subscribed to such pages as “Love Horoscope” and “Unorthodox Horoscope” while

high-performing students prefer such pages as “Interesting facts” and “The best poems of great

poets” (Figure 7).

We also show that online interests could explain as much as 25% of the variation in

academic performance of students (Figure 8). This is comparable to the percentage of variation that

can be explained by the socioeconomic status of students. The gap in educational outcomes of

subscribers to different groups (for instance “World Art and Culture” and “Love Horoscope”) could

be equivalent to two years of formal schooling (Table 5).
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Figure 7. Students’ interests map.

Figure 8. Pearson correlation coefficient between predicted and real PISA scores as a

function of the number of components used in the linear regression.
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Table 5. Names of public pages that contribute most to the academic component of users’

interests. Names are translated from Russian. Mean values of subscribers’ scores with standard

errors (in parentheses) are provided for each of three PISA subjects.

Mathematics Reading Science

Positive contribution

WAC (World Arts
and Culture)

538 (4.6) 530 (4.5) 532 (4.3)

Science 521 (4.2) 502 (4.1) 516 (3.8)

Best poems of great
poets

509 (4.0) 507 (4.0) 508 (3.9)

Science and
Technology

507 (4.1) 479 (4.3) 504 (4.0)

Five Best Movies 505 (3.9) 492 (3.9) 503 (3.7)

Negative contribution

F*CK 473 (3.3) 449 (3.4) 472 (3.2)

Killing humor 471 (5.1) 447 (5.1) 471 (4.7)

Cool Gags 467 (4.9) 444 (5.1) 465 (4.9)

Unorthodox
Horoscope

462 (5.1) 450 (5.3) 460 (5.0)

Love Horoscope 450 (5.3) 442 (5.8) 453 (5.2)

These results could be summarized as the following:

— the method we propose allows to extract reliable information from VK and to combine it

with educational data; resulting data could be used to study social ties of students and their interests;

—_the structure of online friendship reproduces the structure of educational organizations;

the social proximity in the digital space is closely related to the geographical proximity; the

probability of a friendship tie between students from different schools declines with geographical

distance following power law;

— social ties of students are differentiated by academic performance in the digital space;

students with similar performance create ties with higher probability and students with dissimilar

performance break ties with higher probability; the students from similar performing schools are
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more often connected on a social networking site regardless the geographical distance between

schools;

— students’ interests are differentiated by academic performance in the digital space; the

gap in educational outcomes of subscribers to different public pages could be equivalent to two

years of formal schooling.
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Conclusion

Ethical considerations
For the purposes of this work, we use only publicly available information from the social

networking site. The VK team confirmed to us that this data can be used for research purposes. The

matching of VK profiles with information about students was done automatically, after matching

the data was anonymized and later used for analysis only in this anonymized form. The procedure

was approved by the IRB of Higher Schools of Economics.

It is important to note that new sources of data not only opens up new opportunities for

researchers but also raise new ethical questions. For instance, the notion of informed consent

requires special attention. By accepting terms of service users of social networking sites agree that

information about them could be accessed by third parties and used for a variety of unspecified

purposes. However, it is not clear if such consent could be considered as informed. Especially

considering the fact that terms of services are rarely read and if read then users may still not fully

understand all the consequences of their consent. For example, it was shown that digital traces

allows to effectively predict information that users did not disclose and may prefer not to be known

by others. Despite the appearance of the first ethical guidelines this field is still largely a grey zone

and requires additional attention from the research community.

Scientific novelty and significance of the results
We have conducted the first large-scale study that combines detailed information about the

behavior of students on VK with educational data. We introduced methods that could increase the

reliability of VK data and provided estimates for sample biases. We introduced a novel approach to

studying the evolution of students’ social ties that did not require to conduct expensive longitudinal

studies. We showed how publicly available information from SNSs could be used to infer

information about students’ interests and that this information could have a large predictive power

in respect to various students’ characteristics including their age, gender, and academic

performance. These results are important for further educational research because our methods

could be adopted by other researchers and have already been used in various works [46–48].

For the first time, the structure of students’ friendship ties have been studied on a city scale

and the relationship between inter-school friendship and geographical distance has been revealed.

We also studied the evolution of social ties of students within educational institutions and showed

that the differentiation of these ties by academic performance increased with time. We explained the

mechanisms behind this phenomenon with a simple model. We showed that there was a

differentiation of students’ online interests by academic performance and, for the first time,
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provided an estimate of the gap in educational outcomes between subscribers to various public

pages.

We showed that social ties of students and their online interests had a large predictive power

in respect to academic performance. The variables that were constructed by us explained as much

variation in educational outcomes (for individual students and for whole schools as well) as the

socioeconomic status measured by traditional indexes such as the index of economic social and

cultural status (ESCS) used by PISA. This allows one to use constructed variables for

operationalization of social and cultural capital of students (at least for its digital dimension).

Traditional indexes include such variables as parents’ level of education and number of books at

home. Such variables have a low resolution (e.g. parents’ level of education) or disputable face

validity in the modern world (e.g. a number of books at home). Another advantage of our approach

is that it shifts focus from family characteristics to characteristics of students themselves.

It is important to note that our results do not give an answer to the question of whether the

observed differentiation leads to amplification or reproduction of inequality. We also do not study

any effects that families might have on the observed differentiation. Further research might seek

answers to these important questions.

Our results may have implications for the practice of education due to the important role that

SNSs play in the life of modern students. The main component of the SNS is a newsfeed that is

constructed from information posted by friends and from subscriptions to various public pages. We

showed that both of these sources are differentiated by academic performance. It means that

everyday digital flow of information is fundamentally different for students with varying academic

performance. This fact should be taken into account by teachers in their everyday practice. The

digital environment of students is out of the control of traditional pedagogical tools; however,

teachers could influence it. For instance, one of the main features of modern SNSs is

recommendation algorithms that suggest new information based on the history of users’ behavior.

Our research showed that this might lead to information bubbles of horoscopes and cool gags for

low-performing students. Teachers, however, might ask their students to find some educational

information on SNSs or elsewhere on the Internet. This student activity will lead to digital traces

that later could be used by recommendation algorithms to show students new information that

might be more enriching than information that would be shown without intervention. Development

of similar pedagogical interventions along with studying of their potential impact may be a logical

continuation of our work.
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